
Africa

Sri Lanka

We’re specialists in tailor-made travel for discerning, independent travellers; with private transfers
and guides, boutique and character hotels and safari lodges - and our personal attention at all times

Travel the globe with TLC World and rest assured that we’ve got
the experience to give you an exceptional holiday in each country

01202 030443

We’re specialists in India, Africa and Sri  Lanka, having lived, worked or travelled extensively
within them, so we’re perfectly equipped to create unforgetable experiences for you

Wildlife
Temples
Palaces
Tribals

Mountains
Trains

Botswana
Kenya

Namibia
Rwanda

Tanzania
South Africa

Zambia & Zimbabwe

Beaches
Culture
Religion

Golf
Wildlife

Tea Estates

India



The very Spice of Life! A fascinating kaleidoscope
of colour,culture and wildlife, combined to suit
your budget, timescale and thirst for the unusual

WILDLIFE
North, south, east and west of India offers a huge
cross-section of wildlife experiences - from the
Project Tiger Reserves of Madhya Pradesh and
        Rajasthan to the flora
        and fauna rich areas of
        the deep south or lofty
        Himalayan foothills, you
        really ought to include
        something of India’s
        rich biodiversity. CULTURE

Experience the indigenous cultures of India, like the
Gonds and Korku tribes that have been blended and
overlaid with the numerous colonisers, invaders and
traders who have left
their mark - from the
Murghals and Aryans
to the French, Dutch
Portuguese and of
course the British -
     indelible character,
     remarkable  legacyFAITH

India abounds with the
temples,shrines and places
of worship of nearly every
known faith; together with
some of the most colourful
sights you’ll ever see as the
faithful practice their
devotions, festivals and
celebrations throughout
the sub-continent FOOD

With simple personal hygiene
precautions you can enjoy
the world’s most flavoursome
cuisine without worry. Every
State has its own recipes and
dishes ranging from the spicy
North to the fragrant South -
from street food to gourmet -
or for the less adventurous
you’ll find reliable Western
 food to soothe your tummy

HISTORY
No visit to India is complete
without time at the Taj - but
India offers the curious a
host of historical sites and
stories to accompany them
that chart the colourful and
often turbulent past of this
fascinating country over the
centuries

TRANSPORT
Whilst we won’t expect you to ride in a farm
trailer we’ll arrange anything from cycle-rickshaw
       to an elephant; an a/c
       car to an aeroplane; a
       train to a Tut-tut - all
       of which will add to the
       fun, or to speed you
       from place to place

ARCHITECTURE
From the Architect King’s city
of Jaipur to the classical and
regal Lutyens facades of
New Delhi, India stuns with
the huge diversity of styles
and structures on a grand scale.
Prepare to be amazed

At TLC World we listen to your Indian wish-list,
then advise, guide and recommend to you the
best way to achieve it; without exhausting either
you or your budget. Rest assured that we’re
experts in India, having lived there for many
years, and can create a truly magical experience
for you, wherever you decide to go, whatever
experience you seek -  our emphasis is for you
‘personally’ just call Cherrie on 01202 030443
or email cherrie@tlcworld.co.uk



300mls

India is vast and its important to prioritise your wish-list.
Just a small selection of the fantastic locations you can visit
are shown below and we know the best way to reach them,
how long it takes, the best examples or opportunities in any
one place and how to get the very best out of whatever time
you have available. Just dream and we’ll do the rest! Contact
   Cherrie - 01202 030443 - cherrie@tlcworld.co.uk

Better to visit India
many times than spoil
your experience by being
too ambitious
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Wildlife, wine, wondrous landscapes - or
all three together! What, in Africa, do you seek?
Whatever you desire you’ll find it in the diverse
countries of South Africa, Botswana, Kenya,
Tanzania, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Zambia or in
Rwanda - but you need too know what you’re
looking for, which is why we’re here, so that you
fulfill your greatest wishes by tailor making your
holiday - just call Cherrie on 01202 030443
    or email cherrie@tlcworld.co.uk

ACCOMMODATION
From five star luxury to stunning ‘tented’ camps
we’ll find you the perfect places to suit your
mood, preferences or simply budget

Travel
From private plane to rugged 4x4, or A/C car
with scheduled flights - from personal guides
to self-drive - we’ve got the solutions to suit

Wildlife
What better place on earth? From the Big Five
to species specific safaris we’ve got the gen
to send you to the best places for best sightings

Scenery & Sights
Cities, sights, scenery and sounds abound -
from the winelands of Stellenbosch to the mighty
roar of Niagara - the cityscapes of Cape Town
to the white sand beaches of Zanzibar - you can
combine them all to create wonderful memories

People
Seemingly endlessly diverse cultures provide
incredible colour and variety to your travel -
from Bush people to personable,talented guides

01202 030443



01202 030443
A land of stunning contrasts with many of the
fascinating attractions of India condensed into one
manageable teardrop shaped island that can be
visited at any time of year - and still ensure warm
weather! Are you seeking wonderful beaches,
breathtaking scenery, colonial tea gardens, historic
landmarks or exceptional wildlife - we’ll provide
them all by tailor making your Sri Lankan holiday -
just call Cherrie on 01202 030443 or email

     cherrie@tlcworld.co.uk

Beaches
Do you want to laze on them or explore from them?
miles of unspoiled sand from which to float your
dreams - waiting for you all around Sri Lanka

Culture
Face masks or faith? A wealth of diverse cultures,
religions, festivals and handicrafts await you in
every corner of this wonderful tropical island

Landmarks
The list is endless - from mountain scenery to flat
paddy fields; quirky caves to colonial heritage;
botanical gardens to tea and spice gardens - a real
kaleidoscope of interests to bewitch you

Wildlife
Myriad birdlife and wildlife - from lonely leopards
to the great elephant ‘gathering’; watching whales
to taking time out with turtles - there’s something
for all; from mildly curious to dedicated enthusiast



01202 030443

Over many years and as founders of ‘The Luxury Couple’ traveller review website we have travelled the globe
reviewing interesting locations, hotels and experiences.

We  now share those experiences and our expertise with you to arrange personally tailor-made holidays
through our own fully bonded Tour Operator company TLC World.

Above all - we first take the time to listen; then discuss your aims, hopes and wishes with you - and only then
offer you our solutions to create wonderful, memorable holidays.

Its the little things that make the difference to your enjoyment and comfort - the right time to visit a
monument for photography, the best table to sit at in a restaurant, what to wear to a festival - all minor but
nonetheless important details.

This brochure deals with our specialist areas of India, Africa and Sri Lanka but we are equally as happy to
share our knowledge of many other destinations around the globe - and to help you travel to them in style.

Our holidays are usually for couples or small groups who want something out of the ordinary, something a
little bit special - whether its to be fully guided and escorted in your own private transport throughout your trip,
or to stay in unusual character properties - the secret is that your itinerary will be especially prepared for you.

Your first step is to have a chat with us - there is no commitment in doing so - we just love talking about travel.

We never forget that every holiday you book with us is a very special event that deserves and gets our full
attention and care - hence our TLC World signature - ‘You travel; we care’

Let’s talk!

Your holiday is very special!

Geoff & Cherrie

All your travel is fully bonded and financially protected

As a discerning, independent traveller you want to know that you’re getting the best advice, together with
truly personal care and attention, every step of the way.


